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Title: Simplicial volume as a geometric invariant

Abstract: Introduced by Gromov in the 80s, the simplicial volume is a homotopy invariant of man-
ifolds, but it has straight away proven to have deep connections with their geometry. Outstanding
illustrations of this are Gromov’s Main Inequality relating the Riemannian and the simplicial volume
of manifolds, or the Gromov-Thurston Proportionality Principle, showing in particular that the sim-
plicial volume of hyperbolic manifolds is proportional to their hyperbolic volume. In this talk we will
review simplicial volume and some highlights of the theory, before speaking of newer results in joint
work with Shi Wang.

Irene Pasquinelli (University of Bristol)

Title: Mapping class group orbit closures for non-orientable surfaces

Abstract: The space of measured laminations on a hyperbolic surface is a generalisation of the set
of weighted multi curves. The action of the mapping class group on this space is an important tool
in the study of the geometry of the surface. For orientable surfaces, orbit closures are now well-
understood and were classified by Lindenstrauss and Mirzakhani. In particular, it is one of the pillars
of Mirzakhani’s curve counting theorems. For non-orientable surfaces, the behaviour of this action is
very different and the classification fails. In this talk I will review some of these differences. I will talk
about some of these results and classify mapping class group orbit closures of (projective) measured
laminations for non-orientable surfaces. This is joint work with Erlandsson, Gendulphe and Souto.

Andrea Seppi (Université Grenoble Alpes)

Title: Fuchsian and Hitchin representations, and their affine deformations

Abstract: Roughly speaking, Higher Teichmüller theory investigates deformations of Fuchsian rep-
resentations when one embeds the isometry group of the hyperbolic plane into a larger Lie group
G, and their associated geometric structures. For instance, Hitchin representations in G = SL(3,R)
correspond to convex projective structures on surfaces. In this talk, I will give an overview of recent
and not-so-recent results when G is a semi-direct product, namely for affine deformations of Fuchsian
and Hitchin representations, in relation with certain geometric structures on three-manifolds.

Leone Slavich (Universitá di Pavia)

Title: Varietà iperboliche e immersioni geodetiche.

Abstract: Una varietà iperbolica M (completa e di volume finito) è detta aritmetica se il suo gruppo
fondamentale è commensurabile con i punti interi di un gruppo algebrico razionale G. Le proprietà
aritmetiche di una varietà sono codificate da due invarianti algebrici introdotti da Vinberg: il campo
delle tracce k (un campo di numeri algebrici) e il gruppo ambiente (un k-gruppo algebrico). Vedremo
come si possano utilizzare questi invarianti per costruire esplicitamente e classificare (quasi) tutte le
immersioni geodetiche tra varietà iperboliche aritmetiche.
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